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Free voice calling apps that use data to make calls can offer a cheaper way to keep in touch with friends abroad and come to the rescue when you use the monthly minute limit. However, with many gigabytes of data plans still often coming in at the premium price, the busiest callers out there may soon eat
into their monthly allowance using voice call data. To shed some light on this issue, we went back to our list of 10 free call apps to investigate how much data these apps consume. In the list you will find popular apps such as Hangouts, Skype, WhatApp and Viber, as well as regional favorites including
Line and Nimbuzz.The test methodFor our test, we tested each of these 10 apps with three separate one-minute conversations and recorded the amount of data used by the app after each call. These three sums were then averaged together to get the result. Both sides spoke for 30 seconds each during
a one-minute call to simulate a two-way conversation. All test runs were conducted via 4G networks at both ends, with both phones with the latest versions of each App from the Play Store and the same version of the Android operating system, just to be very safe. Results We immediately spot the huge
difference between the coldest and heaviest data-consuming applications. Interestingly, many of the most famous apps, such as Hangouts, Skype and WhatsApp, consume by far the most data, while KakaoTalk, Nimbuzz and Line consume relatively less data. Facebook Messenger also makes a
somewhat surprising appearance as one of the most efficient data ways to make a voice call. Perhaps a little worryingly for Skype users, the app consumes more than 2.7 times the amount of data per minute than the most economical apps. WhatsApp consumers consume about twice as much data per
minute as KakaoTalk data, while Hangounts and Tango consume about twice as much data per minute. Within an hour's worth of calls, the difference between Skype and KakaoTalk is currently running to around 33.4MB, which could be a point worth considering if you're on a more limited data plan and
want to chat. Skype consumes more than 2.7 times more data per minute than the most cost-effective AppsMagic Jack and Viber consume a little more data than others, but they're still much more economical than more well-established apps. This may be the best solution if you are looking for a balance
between connection quality and data usage. To be fair to big brands, we know that Skype implements a fairly intelligent codex that is capable of different samples and bitrates. We went back to see if the transition to 3G, with more limited bandwidth, would have impact on the data consumed, but the
results returned well within the margin of error. We can conclude that the 3G connection is more than good enough for the best quality voice calls that Skype and i Apps have to offer on Android, so you'll probably always find that these apps consume about that amount of data, regardless of the type of
3G, 4G or WiFi connection. While large companies may be able to spend some cash on extra bandwidth and servers, Cocoa, Nimbuzz and Line most likely use lower quality communications to save on costly server bandwidth, which has an added advantage, saving us data usage. Of course, the use of
data is only a small aspect of the voice call app. If you want to take a closer look at the features available in these apps, be sure to check out our list of up to 10 free voice calling apps. [related_videos title=Related videos: align=center type=latest videosnum=4] Facebook has a very strange way of
updating its apps. Facebook Messenger got an update to include voice messages a few weeks ago, but this feature is only now being submitted to the main Facebook app. The Facebook app for Android has received several other updates as well as voice messages, but unfortunately, voice calls are not
one of them. Because the update is to the main Facebook app, other updates do not apply to communication. With this update, it was made faster to open and a few photots, and even better, you can now re-share your friends' stories to timelines, pages and groups. It's a little surprising that the last
feature did not exist until now. Of course, you could share stories again on your own Timeline, but not in other people's News Feeds, Pages, or groups. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Popular instant messaging app WhatsApp has added voice calls to the iOS app, which could mean the end for
anyone who needs a lot of minutes on the phone's tariff. WhatApp Calling appeared on Android phones late last month. It compares with FaceTime Audio and Skype for iOS, and data charges may apply if you use the service on mobile data. Otherwise, this means free calls for each user of the service.
Call your friends and family using WhatsApp for free, even if they are in another country. WhatsApp calls uses your phone's Internet connection rather than mobile plan voice minutes, according to a blurb in the app update in the iTunes Store.The feature is being introduced gradually this month, so not
every iOS user can see the new feature in the app. Until it appeared on Android, WhatsApp Calling was in a long beta. Quick Time CameraVersion 2.12.1 has added other features such as a quick camera button in chat messages so users can download videos and photos from the camera roll. Users can

also multiple videos at once, as well as be able to crop and rotate these videos. There is also an iOS 8 sharing extension allowing users to share photos, videos and links on WhatsApp with other apps. As reported by T3 earlier in the week, the app currently has about 800 million monthly active users and
may by the end of the year. For fear of government spying seemingly at an all-time high, the new iOS app allows users to make secure phone calls from one iPhone to another at no cost. Signal is a new open app for iPhone that was released this week. It allows iPhone users to easily make calls - over
Wi-Fi and mobile data networks - that are end-to-end encrypted for complete privacy. The application, which uses the popular Open Source ZRTP protocol for voice communication, uses the mobile phone number of users as a login with SMS text verification. There's no required password or login, and the
app retrieves contact information from your iPhone's own address book for a more hassle-free experience. By default, only users who have already downloaded a signal will appear in your contact list. However, connecting with others will send you a text message prompting you to download the free app.
To make sure your connection is secure, users display a few code words on the iPhone screen at the beginning of the signal call. If the words are the same for both users, a secure connection is implemented. If the conversation had been intercepted by a third party, the words would not have matched
each other. Signal is able to make calls to other iPhones using this app, as well as Android devices with redphone, a similar app for Android devices. Currently, the app can only make voice calls, but the company says it plans a secure text communication component later this year that will be compatible
with TextSecure, a secure text messaging app on the Android platform. Both TextSecure and RedPhone are made by Open Whisper Systems, the same company that makes Signal, and said both apps will be combined into one Signal app for Android. There is also a browser extension being developed.
During testing, the voice quality of the Signal was similar to a normal phone call, albeit with additional benefits (and negatives) of other VoIP calling services. All calls are free of charge, even if they are made between international destinations. For business customers who want to ensure that their
connections are kept secret, especially when traveling abroad, Signal can be a great solution. The (relative) ease of configuration, along with automatic and passwordless logins, make it a fairly hassle-free solution for the user with security. Signal uses Apple's iOS push notification system to notify you of
incoming phone calls, saving battery life and preventing continuous operation in the background. Of course, there is never certainty when working with supposedly secure communication platforms, but open-source Signal is open to investigation by security professionals. ZRTP is also used by Silent
Circle, a similar encrypted app for text and voice calls. However, it charges users $20 (USD) per month, while Signal is free. How to make secure connections iOS device? Let us know in the discussion thread below. Get to the heart of all apple information by automatically subscribing to TechRepublic's
Apple in the Enterprise newsletter. See also: Courtesy of iTunes Provided by the same developers behind the popular iTranslate app, iTranslate Converse is as close to real-time translation as you get, which is convenient if you need to communicate with customers who don't speak the same language as
you or if you're traveling abroad. All you have to do is set two languages. Then press, hold, and speak to your phone. The application will pick up the language you speak and then issue a translation - yes, even in noisy surroundings. The application is able to recognize 38 languages. Once the call is over,
you can download the full transcripts. Of course, it's not always perfect, but faster than going through the personal assistant app to search for translations. Although it has a subscription fee, iTranslate won't stretch your budget significantly. Once downloaded, you'll receive a seven-day free trial. After that
runs out, you need to upgrade to the pro version for $5 per month or $40 per year. It's 2019 and no matter how much your too hipster friend wants to tweet in other ways, mobile apps are just as much a part of our lives as the ever-increasing price of a morning latte. With over 2 million apps to choose
from, tech capabilities are endless – but your precious phone battery certainly isn't. So how do you know which one you really need to have? If your fun idea is to try out any app until you find the perfect combination to meet your daily needs, go ahead. But for those who don't want to waste time scrolling
through the app store, we've rounded up the list of mobile apps to keep your day running smoothly, from waking up to sleep. GET OFF TO A GOOD STARTAlarmy Cost: FreeBy now, we know that pressing the snooch button on some extra zzz's actually doesn't give you more energy, and can start the
morning at a fairly unproductive pace. So if you absolutely hate waking up in the morning, what do you have to do? Enter Alarms, an app that will take your ass out of bed - literally. There are three separate ways to turn off an overly annoying alarm: shake, solve, or attract. Shaking your phone like a salt
cap for a given number of repetitions gives your forearms a mini-workout and gets blood flowing, making getting back to sleep a little impossible. Solving a math problem? Easy for some, harder for others, but still gets brain cells digging (and is definitely a better alternative to scrolling social media first
thing in the morning). But the real paycheck is the snap feature, where you need to take a picture of a predetermined location in your home. Until one of the widely awakened. Screenshot by Keelo/ShutterstockKeeloCost: Free, premium plan $12.99/monthBetween walking, driving, or taking public
transportation to the gym and back, struggling to incorporate a squat machine, and trying not to embarrass himself against Arnold Schwarznegger-bodybuilder-types, going to the gym in the morning seems like a tough pass. Fortunately, Keelo avoids all the headaches of gym life while still giving you more
energy for the rest of the day through high-intensity, sweat-inducing workouts that you can do right at home. No hassle, no questionable gym hygiene, only you and your sweat. The best part is that workouts last less than 20 minutes - ideal for squeezing before the start of the day. Dark SkyCost:
$3.99Getting caught in a storm is fun in rom-coms, but not so much when you're sprinting home through puddles of water without an umbrella. With Dark Sky on your phone, however, there are no more excuses not to know what will fall from the sky, temperature, or anything else in regards to the
atmosphere. Dubbed as a hyperlocal weather app that uses robot technology to predict the weather, Dark Sky gives you the exact minute when it starts raining in the place you are now. Screenshot by Stop, Breathe and Think / ShutterstockStop, Breathe &amp; Think Cost: Free, premium membership
$9.99/monthKied day hits 2 p.m., you get get lost, distracted and generally spoiled. But this app provides fast and accessible guided meditation to recenter your mind and body. Easy to use, Stop, Breathe &amp; Think is built for all meditating levels, from beginners to professionals. A textual introduction
to the app gives beginners the opportunity to learn the basics of meditation. During guided meditation, vivid images and relaxing sound help users tune the noise of everyday life. Whether you're curled up from a fight with a coworker or exhausted on the subway home from work, Stop, Breathe &amp;
Think can give you the inner peace you need to go through the rest of the day. 3Cost Stuff: $9.99 (for iPhone)Let's face it, there are hundreds of apps to help you manage your hectic workflow, but none is as thoughtful and flat customizable as things. Whether you're gathering your thoughts or organizing
for the coming week, it's all a modern to-do list that lets you set timers and add events to your calendar with just a few taps. Use This Evening to separate to-dos that you can only check at home, easily drag and drop items from one day or list to the next, and add headings to split larger projects into
smaller tasks. In addition, the Things app has a very minimalist design, so that the calendar is mniej zaśmiecony. IT'S ALL ABOUT HOW YOU FINISHScreenshot przez Cocktail Flow / ShutterstockCocktail FlowCost: Free, subskrypcji premium premium a strong drink in happy hour is fun. Cooling at home
after a long, tiring day behind the desk is also great fun. Combine your two competing desires with Cocktail Flow, an app that teaches you how to come up with a delicious drink from the comfort of your own kitchen. Search for recipes by category, such as strength and even color, and filter by any base
spirit you have at home. The free app saves the bartender's tip costs and puts hundreds of different cocktail recipes at your fingertips to create a small happy hour – minus the crowds. Just WatchCost: FreeKeeping up with all the new releases on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, HBO, etc., is exhausting. And
while it's tempting to give up and just watch Martin's replays, Just Watch lets you instantly see which titles have been added to each streaming service without having to scroll through the home screens on their own. Updated weekly, the application interface is easy and fast; simply select the streaming
services you subscribe to and filter by genre, date, and popularity. IDK days, what you watch will disappear (though finding the title both you and your roommate can agree on is still on you). PzizzCost: Free, pro subscription $9.99/monthNata even after the longest days, it can still be hard to relax, relax
and turn off all the distracting thoughts that wake us up. For this is Pzizz, a sleeping app that uses music, various sound effects and a soothing voiceover to ensure that you fall asleep quickly, stay in the REM cycle and wake up like a new person. Using advanced algorithm technology (which we won't
even try to explain here), Pzizz creates a personalized soundtrack that differs slightly each night, teaching the mind how to associate these sounds with a restful night's sleep. Sleep.
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